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1. INTRODUCTION 
By a *-field I mean a (not necessarily commutative) field K together with a 
one-to-one mapping OL -+ OI* (called the inerolution) that satisfies these conditions: 
(a + ,8)* = (Y* + ,B*, (+I)* = /3*(~*, and (Y** = (Y. The condition (Y* = OL 
specifies the symmetric elements of K; the symbol sym(K) stands for their set. 
The condition 01* = - (Y specifies the skew elements. The real numbers [w with 
the identity involution, the complex numbers C under complex conjugation, 
and the quaternions W under the usual quaternionic conjugation constitute the 
most common examples of *-fields. 
Section 2 of this paper studies a definition of ordered *-field introduced by 
R. Baer in his book “Linear Algebra and Projective Geometry” [2, Appendix I, 
Chap. Iv]. Baer calls a *-field ordered when it contains a subset n 
(1) consisting solely of symmetric elements, 
(2) containing 1 but not 0, 
(3) closed under sum, 
(4) closed under h + p*+ for p # 0, and 
(5) containing either X or --h for each nonzero symmetric h. 
The subset li’ defines the positive elements (h > 0), and we totally order the 
set of symmetric elements by setting h > p when h - p E II. The real numbers, 
the complex numbers, and the quaternions all have orderings in the case of Baer 
-take the “domain of positivity” II as the positive reals in all three cases. In 
contrast, Hilbert’s definition of ordered field [7, Chap. III, Sect. 13; 2, Appendix 
III, Chap. III] fails to order either @ or E-U. Hence, even though restricted to 
fields carrying an involution, Baer’s definition seems more useful than Hilbert’s. 
My principal result concerning Baer’s ordering states that a Dedekind com- 
plete ordered *-field is *-isomorphic to either the real numbers Iw, the complex 
numbers C, or the quaternions E-U. This result generalizes the classical theorem 
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characterizing the reals as the only Dedekind complete commutative ordered 
field. It also provides a third characterization of the three fields of analysis to go 
along with Pontryjagin’s theorem characterizing them as the only locally compact 
connected topological fields, and another result, due in the main to Ostrowski, 
characterizing [w, C, and W as the only fields complete with respect to an 
archimedean real valuation. The result of this paper stands somewhat apart from 
the other two since it postulates an involution, but one can still probably 
describe it as the most algebraic of the three. 
Section 3 contains an investigation of the consequences of Kaplansky’s SR 
axiom in *-fields. Kaplansky’s axiom, introduced in his work on Baer *-rings 
[8, Chap. 131, asserts: Along with each element 01, the *-field contains a sym- 
metric element /3 that commutes with every element that commutes with 01*01 
and satisfies /?” = (~*a. Section 3 contains several interesting if fragmentary 
deductions from SR plus analysis of an infinite dimensional *-field that satisfies 
SR. The results obtained suggest that the class of *-fields that satisfy SR may 
admit a detailed and useful theory. 
Dieudonne has established a useful general result about *-fields that I use in 
both Sections 2 and 3. For a commutative field Z of characteristic f 2, the 
symbol Z(,, /3), 01 and /3 in Z, stands for the general quaternion *-algebra 
{a,, + ol,i + mai + c&: 01, E Z> where i2 = or, iz = p, ij = -ji = k, and 
(a0 + c+ + a2j + LX&)* = a0 - ali - a2j - cz,k. For a *-field K = Z(N, /I) 
we have evidently, sym(K) = center(K) = Z, dim(K/Z) = 4. (For the classical 
quaternions we have W = [w( --I, -I).) 
1. LEMMA. (Dieudonne) In a noncommutative *-jield K with center Z either 
(a) the symmetric elements generate K as a ring, or 
(b) char(K) # 2 and K = Z(q /3) for suitable 01 and /3 in Z. 
The statement “generate K as a ring” means that each element in K equals a 
sum of terms of the form [it, *** [, , each Ei symmetric. For a proof of 1 see 
[3, Lemma I] together with [4, Sect. 141. 
I thank Professor G. Whaples for his gracious help with the algebraic number 
theory, and Professor P. M. Cohn for providing the example of a *-field that 
satisfies SR. 
2. ORDERING OF *-FIELDS 
In a commutative field with 01* = 01 for all 01, Baer’s ordering (defined in 
Section 1) reduces to a “g-ordering” in the sense of Prestel, which has the 
principal defining property h > 0 3 $h > 0 (p # 0), but which does not in 
general have the Artin-Schreier property h > 0 and p > 0 * hp > 0 [5]. 
So Baer’s ordering lacks the basic property of commutative ordered fields (and 
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of Hilbert-ordered general fields) that positive elements have a positive product. 
Nevertheless some familiar rules remain valid in Baer’s ordering. 
We have pr*pi + ... + pn*pn > 0 for any selection of nonzero pi in K; in 
particular K has characteristic 0. If p > 0, and & = PA, then hsp = I\*pX > 0; 
hence if p > 0 then p-l = (~-l)~ p > 0. It follows that the rationals in K have 
their usual order and that (m/n) > 0, X > 0 * (m/n)h = (n(mX)-l)-i > 0. Also 
if p > 0, Y > 0, and PV = VP, then ~Y(P + V) = p2v + ~3 > 0; in particular 
0 < X < 1 3 A(1 -A) > 0, i.e., 0 < A2 < h < 1. If 0 < p - (m/n) < l/n, 
then (p - (m/n))” < l/n2 (apply the previous remark to h = np - m). Also 
h > 1 a h-l < 1 (use 1 - A-i = (/\-i)“(X - 1) + ((h - 1) h-1)2). 
Call an ordered *-field archimedean when 0 < A < 1 /n for all 71 = 1, 2, . . . . 
implies h = 0. Given /\ > 0 in an archimedean ordered *-field, and given an 
integer n > 1, then (m/n) < h < (m + l)/ n f or a unique integer m > 0 (use the 
properties of an ordered *-field derived above). The ordinary real quaternions W 
constitute an example of a noncommutative archimedean ordered *-field, 
essentially the only example. 
2. THEOREM. An arch&dean ordered *-jield K is *- and order isomorphic to 
a subJield of the real numbers R, the complex numbers @, or the real quaternions W. 
Proof. Dieudonne’s lemma forces three options: either (a) K is noncommu- 
tative and generated as a ring by its symmetric elements, (b) K = Z(cy, /3), 
a generalized quaternion algebra, or (c), K is commutative. As the first step in 
the proof, I rule out option (a) 
Suppose then that K comes under option (a). Select any three symmetric 
elements X, p, and Y. Form the skew element (T = [h, ~1 = hp -- PA, and the 
symmetric [[h, ~1, V] = [a, v]. Use th e inequalities (v - u)*(v - u) > 0 and 
(v - U)(V - u)* 3 0 to derive the inequality 
0 < I[u, v]I < v2 - u2, 
using the absolute value symbol in its usual sense: j 6 1 = 6 when 6 > 0, 
IS / = 4 when 6 < 0, IO ) = 6. A ssume v > 0 (if v < 0 replace v by -v). 
For each n = 1,2,... there exists an integer m such that 0 < v - (m/n) < l/n, 
so that (v - (m/n))” < l/n2. Since [u, v - (m/n)] = [u, v], we have 
which implies 0 < 1 [u, v] 1 < -u2. Replace now h by (1 /n)h (or p by (l/n)p) to get 
0 < l[u, v]I < -(l/n) u2, n = 1,2 ,... . If u # 0, multiply this inequality on 
the left by (u-i)* = --o-l and on the right by u-l to get 
0 < (-u-l) j[u, v-j1 u-1 < l/n, n = 1, 2,..., 
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which implies [a, V] = [[A, ~1, V] = 0 for all symmetric A, p*, and Y. This says 
that the commutator [h, ~1 commutes with all symmetric elements, thus lies in the 
center 2 since under option (a) the symmetric elements generate K. But then 
[h, ~1 = 0 lest the contradiction [A, ~1 # 0, and h = &[X2, p][X, p]-i E 2 (from 
the formal identity 2h[X, ~1 = [X2, ~1 + [X, [X, ~11). Hence all symmetric 
elements in K mutually commute, contradicting the assumption of option (a) of 
a noncommutative *-field generated by its symmetric elements. Hence either K 
commutative, or equals a generalized quaternion algebra. 
Let 2, = sym(K) n 2. The ordering of K induces on Z, an archimedean 
q-ordering which Prestel has proved has the property X > 0 and TV > 0 implies 
hp > 0 [IO, Korollar, IS]. Thus Z,, qualifies as an ordinary commutative 
archimedean ordered field, order isomorphic, therefore, to a subfield Z,’ of 
the real numbers R. In the commutative case, either K = Z, , or K = Z,(o) 
for a skew element U. If K = Z,, , the above-mentioned isomorphism identifies K 
with Z,’ C R. If K = Z,,(u), then u2 = -u*u < 0, so that the isomorphism 
of Z, takes u2 to a negative real number, say -4. Then K = Z&u) maps *- and 
order isomorphically onto Z,‘(( -d)i12). The quaternion case we handle similarly. 
That completes the proof. 
Call an ordered *-field Dedekind complete provided that every bounded-above 
or bounded-below subset of symmetric elements has, respectively, a least upper 
bound or greatest lower bound. By arguing that the greatest lower bound of the 
set {l/n, n = I, 2,...} necessarily equals 0, one establishes that the archimedean 
axiom holds in a Dedekind complete *-field. Accordingly the theorem applies, 
and we can then deduce a natural extension of the classic result characterizing 
the real numbers If8 as the unique Dedekind complete commutative ordered 
field. 
3. COROLLARY. A Dedekind complete *-field is *-isomorphic to either the real 
numbers R, the complex numbers C, OT the real quaternions W. 
Section 3 contains an example of an ordered *-field different from R, @, and W, 
so such *-fields do exist. However, the theore,m does restrict the class of *-fields 
that will admit an ordering. 
4. COROLLARY. Other than a quaternion algebra, no finite dimensional non- 
commutative *-field central over an algebraic number field admits an ordering in 
the sense of Baer. 
Proof. According to the theorem any such ordered *-field must have a 
nonarchimedean ordering, and therefore possess an infinitesimal symmetric 
element h. The involution * on K induces the identity involution on the commu- 
tative field Z,,(A) which inherits a nonarchimedean q-ordering, where Z,, stands 
for the symmetric elements within the center of K. As a formally real commu- 
tative algebraic extension of the rationals, Z,(A) qualifies as a Pasch field in the 
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sense of A. Prestel, which means that any q-ordering on Z,(h) satisfies the 
usual condition: h > 0 and p > 0 imply hp > 0 [IO, Korollar 2.71. But no 
finite dimensional commutative extension field of the rationals has an (ordinary) 
nonarchimedean ordering. Thus the result. 
Call a *-field formally red provided that for any n > 1, pr*pr + ..a + 
Pn *Pn = 0 implies p1 = ..* = pn = 0 [2, p. 1281. An ordered *-field qualifies 
as formally real since pl*pl + ..* + pn*pn > 0 for nonzero pi . For commutative 
fields with the identity involution, this condition becomes pr2 + ... + pn2 = 0 
implies p1 = ..* = pn = 0, the standard definition of formal reality. In this case 
the theorem of Artin and Schreier says that such a field always admits an ordering. 
This theorem of Artin and Schreier provides in the commutative case an algebraic 
criterion for orderability, namely the nonvanishing of sums of squares, and 
therefore greatly increases the applicability and importance of the concept of 
ordered commutative field. 
Similarly, in the case of Hilbert’s ordering of noncommutative fields, Szele [I I] 
and Pickert [9, p. 248, Problem 131 have found an algebraic condition for 
orderability, namely the nonvanishing of sums of terms of the form h12h,2 .*. hn2. 
Since this condition reduces to ordinary formal reality for commutative fields, 
and since Hilbert’s ordering reduces to the usual ordering in the commutative 
case, the theorem of Szele and Pickert generalizes that of Artin and Schreier. 
Yet the generalized notion of formal reality, the nonvanishing of sums of terms 
of the form A12h22 ..* h 2 n Y while in principle algebraic, seems considerably more 
awkward to handle in practice than its commutative counterpart. 
In contrast, the definition of formal reality for *-fields seems natural and 
useful. Therefore one would expect it to provide a handy and important test for 
orderability were the analog of Artin-Schreier true, namely that a formally 
real *-field have an ordering in the sense of Baer. As regards the possibility of 
proving such a generalization, Baer’s comment [2, p. 1571, “It is known that this 
latter property [formal reality] . . . is equivalent to the existence of a domain of 
or-positivity at least if 01 = 1,” has perhaps an optimistic tinge. (Baer uses cr 
instead of *.) I entertained optimistic thoughts originally, too. However, 
5. COROLLARY. There exist formally real *-jields not orderable in the sense of 
Baer. 
The proof consists in constructing a formally real *-field central and odd- 
dimensional over an algebraic number field. Corollary 4 says that such a field 
admits no ordering in the sense of Baer. 
Adjoin to the rationals Q a primitive seventh root of unity 8, say 
0 = exp(2G/7), to form a six-dimensional cyclotomic field M = Q(B). Use as 
involution on M ordinary complex conjugation, clearly formally real. Construct 
within M the two-dimensional field Z = Q(w), w = 0 + e2 + 84 a root of 
x2 + x + 2 = 0. Since w* = -1 - w, the involution * maps 2 onto itself. 
48:/46/1-15 
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We obtain M from 2 by adjoining to 2 any root p of Dickson’s cyclic cubic 
f(x) = x3 + x2 - 2x - 1, for example p = 0 + 8*. Take the Galois group of 
M/Z as (1, S, S2}, S(0) = oz. 
I shall prove that y = w*/w E 2 is not a norm from M; take this as proved for 
the present. Note that y*y = 1. Construct the cyclic algebra K = (M/Z, S, y) 
consisting of all formal expressions p,, + ply + p2y2 in the new symbol y, 
pi E M. Add term by term, and multiply according to the rules y3 = y and 
yp = S(p)y, (for t.~ E M) and their consequences. Since y is not a norm from Z, 
K is a field. Following Albert [l], verify that the extension of * from M to K 
determined by y* = y-l (plus additivity and anticommutativity) turn K into a 
*-field. This *-field has M for a maximal abelian subfield. 
Next observe that, taking 01 = pLo + pcL1y + p2y2 as a typical element in K, 
we get 
a*a = I*o*cLo + wPl)* S2h) + s(Pz)* S(P2) + (.)Y + (-)Y”T 
so that an equation IDOL + /3*/3 + ... = 0 in K yields an equation (taking 
rs = “0 + “1Y + “2YV 
Po*Po t s2w* s2w + s(P*)* S(cL2) 
+ vo*vo + s2(vl)* S”(v,) + s(Y2)* S(v,) + **- = 0 
in M. Owing to the formal reality of M (where * equals complex conjugation), 
we get p. = pl = p2 = v. = v1 = v2 = -*- = 0; hence 01 = /3 = a*. = 0. 
Thus formal reality obtains in K. Yet by Corollary 4, K admits no ordering. 
To complete the proof, we must show that y = w*/w is not a norm from M. 
I gratefully acknowledge here the help of Professor G. Whaples, who supplied the 
following proof (one of several). Since x2 + x + 2 E X(X + 1) mod 2, by 
Hensel’s lemma the polynomial x2 + x + 2 splits into two linear factors in 
field Q2 of 2-adic numbers. Hence we may identify Z = Q(w) with a subfield 
of Q, . We make this identification so that 1 w lp = 2-l, / w* I2 = 1 (noting that 
WW* =z 2). Dickson’s cyclic cubic f(x) remains irreducible over Q, , so Q,(p) 
has degree 3 over Q, , has Galois group (1, S, S2}, and contains M = Z(p). 
We prove that for no TE Q2(p) do we have N(r) = rS(r) 9(r) = y, so 
certainly for no I’6 M N(T) = y. 
Since p, a root of f(x) = x3 + x2 $- 1, has degree 3 over Z, , the extension 
Q2(p)/Q2 has residue class degree 3, thus ramification number 1. Hence 2 remains 
a prime element for the unique extension of 1 . I2 to Q,(p). For each I’E Q2(p) 
we have I’ = E2i, E a unit with I E I2 = 1. Hence N(r) = N(E) 23i, so 
I N(r)12 = 2-3i.However, / y I2 = 1 W*/W I2 = / W* 12/1 w I2 = 2 # 2-3i.Hence 
for no r6 Q,(p) do we have N(r) = y. 
Hence formal reality by itself fails to guarantee Baer orderability. One can 
explain this phenomenon by observing that in an ordered *-field a sum of the 
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form 01r*uai + .I* + o~~*u.oI~ , for symmetric u, can vanish only trivially. When 
o = r2 for symmetric 7, this property follows from formal reality (as we have 
defined it), but not otherwise. The general property amounts to requiring formal 
reality not only for the given involution *, but also for every “centroinvariant” 
involution 01s = U-&*(T, a-symmetric. Now in the example just constructed, 
o+y*uy+(y2)*uy2=0 f or u = 1 + 3p which shows another simpler 
reason for the nonorderability of this *-field. 
This general property amounts to saying that every nontrivial Z-linear 
function I on sym(K) of the form 
has zero kernel. Let L stand for the set of functionals I of that form. Call a subset 
Z7 of sym(K) that satisfies all of Baer’s conditions except the last a partial domain 
of positivity. (So for given nonzero symmetric A we may have both /\ $17 and 
--h $ IT.) A straightforward Zorn’s lemma argument proves this: If (1) each Z EL 
has zero kernel, and (2) for each partial domain of positivity II and each Z E L, 
I(/\) E II implies /\ E 17 (;\ symmetric), then K admits an ordering. 
This criterion for orderability might eventually prove useful. For example if 
for certain *-fields we could prove I EL -+ Z-l EL, condition (2) would follow 
automatically. However at present I find no passage open in that direction, and 
turn therefore to the investigation of intrinsic conditions on the *-field that 
might guarantee orderability. The SR axiom seems to offer reasonable promise 
here. 
3. THE SR AXIOM 
Kaplansky’s SR axiom in its original form states: Along with each element 01, 
K contains a symmetric ,8 that commutes with each eZement that commutes with a% 
and satis$es 8” = 01*01[8, Chap. 131. Kaplansky originally applied this to *-rings. 
In *-fields, the axiom has another formulation, sometimes more convenient: 
6. A *-field satisfies SR 0 each ol*a: has a square root, unique up to sign and 
symmetric. 
Thus a *-field K satisfies SR precisely when each pure quadratic equation 
x2 - cl*a: = 0 in K has a unique-up-to-sign root which is symmetric. This 
uniqueness of solution need not extend even to the equation x2 + 1 = 0 which 
in the classical quaternion field W already has infinitely many solutions even 
though W satisfies SR (easily established from the original formulation). 
Proof of 6. Suppose K satisfies the stated condition. Let /I represent the 
unique-up-to-sign symmetric square root of O~*OL, and suppose p commutes 
with 01*01 (write &01*(r). Obviously /3Cc, when p = 0, or when ,5 = 0, or when 
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p = -/3, so exclude these possibilities. Check that (p-r&)s = LYLE, whence 
(by uniqueness) p-lpp = -J-p, or (1) ,!$ = -J&3. If char(K) = 2, conclude 
/3~ = @. If char(K) # 2, then from (/.A + j3) Col*ol derive by the same method 
the equation (2) B(rS + CL) = $(P + CL)/% th en check that the minus sign in (1) 
contradicts either choice of sign in (2). Thus conclude again /3~ = p/3. 
To prove the converse, suppose K satisfies SR, take /3 as in the statement of SR, 
and suppose a2 = O~*CL Then note that flCa so (p - u)(/I + cr) = 0, whence 
u = -&/3. Thus u is uniquely determined up to sign and is necessarily symmetric. 
Statement 6 has this immediate corollary: 
7. In a *-field that satisfies SR, if a2 = pz with p symmetric, then 01 = j-p. 
The SR axiom applied to *-fields has some significant consequences. I 
continue to write 2 for the center of the *-field K. 
8. A *-field K of characteristic #2 that satisfies SR falls under exactly one of 
the following three classifications: 
(R) sym(K) = 2 = K. 
(H) sym(K) = Z = a formally real Pythagorean commutative Jield, and 
K = Z(-1, -1). 
(C) sym(K) n Z equals a formally real Pythagorean commutative jeld 
(call it Z,), Z = Z,(i) for a central skew element i satisfying i2 = - 1, and in K 
the equation x2 = - 1 has only the solutions x = +i. 
Under case (R) any commutative field qualifies since SR holds trivially then. 
Case (H) generalizes the classical real quaternions W in that it allows an arbitrary 
commutative formally real Pythagorean center in place of [w. In case (C) every a! 
in K equals uniquely a sum h + iv, A, and v symmetric, so we may call this case 
“complex-like.” For commutative K, case (C) generalizes the classical complex 
numbers in the same way that case (H) generalizes the quaternions, by replacing 
Iw by an arbitrary commutative formally real Pythagorean field. 
Proof of 8. Suppose first that Z C sym(K) ( an involution of the “first kind”). 
If Z = K, then K is commutative, * equals the identity, and statement (R) 
prevails. If Z g K, then necessarily Dieudonne’s option (b) prevails. Because 
when Z# K, then K has nonzero skew elements, all necessarily noncentral. 
Select one such, say a, use SR to find a symmetric /3 with /I2 = OI*(Y = --01~, 
/3 commuting with every element that commutes with G, then check that the 
noncentral skew element i = fi-& satisfies i2 = -1. Select p symmetric, set 
y = ip - pi, 6 = iy, and verify that y* = y, 6* = 6, y2 = S2. Then conclude 
by 7 that y = $3 which forces y = 0, hence forces i to commute with every 
symmetric element. Under option (a), in which sym(K) generates K, the contra- 
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diction i E 2 then results. Thus option (b) prevails, so K equals a quaternion 
algebra Z(N., /3). Then conclude K = Z( - 1, - 1) easily with the help of SR. 
If 2 g K (an involution of the “second kind”) then there exists 5 E 2 with 
5 - [* # 0. Set 7 = [ - c*, use SR to get a symmetric f3 with e2 = v*v = 
-TV; then i = ~9-l~ has the properties listed under case (C): central, skew, and 
satisfies i2 = -1. An element j satisfying j2 = -1 will also satisfy (ij)z = I, 
thus g = fl. Hence.x 2 = -1 has, in K, only the solutions x = &ti. 
Work now in cases (H) and (C), using i for the quaternion unit in case (H), 
G in case (C). In case (H), 2, = 2. Select (necessarily symmetric) &’ and 7 
in 2,. According to SR, the central element (5 + iq)*({ + &) = t2 + y2 
has a symmetric square root 0 that doubly commutes with it; thus 19~ = c2 + 72 
with 0 in Z,, . That proves Z,, Pythagorean in cases (H) and (C). Should 
c2 + 72 = 0 in Z, , then (Z: + i~)*([ + in) = 0 whence 5 + in = 0, 5 = 77 = 0. 
An easy induction then proves Z, formally real in both cases and completes the 
proof of 8. 
In the case (H), where the center of K coincides with its set of symmetric 
elements and constitutes an (ordinary) formally realpythagorean field, K evidently 
admits an ordering in the sense of Baer. In the case (R), whereK becomes a 
commutative field with identity involution, K also admits an ordering, provided 
we also assume it formally real. In the case (C) the orderability of K follows easily 
if K is commutative. Hence further study of the Baer orderability of *-fields 
satisfying SR hinges on settling the question as to whether noncommutative 
instances of case (C) exist at all. 
The nine-dimensional cyclic field constructed in the proof of Corollary 5 
does not satisfy SR because it would have to fall under case (C) and accordingly 
have a Pythagorean Z,, . But the Z,, for that example equals the rationals Q. 
In fact no noncommutative *-field finite dimensional over Q can satisfy SR, 
because its Z,, would have to contain the Pythagorean closure of the rationals, 
already infinite dimensional over Q. 
Professor P. M. Cohn gave me the following noncommutative example of 
case (C); I have supplied the details verifying SR and the other properties. 
Start with an ordinary commutative formally real Pythagorean field Z, (iw for 
example), set Z = Z,,(i) where i2 = -I, and endow Z with the usual involution, 
(5 + iv)* = 5 - iy, where [, 17 E Z, . Denote by Z((X)) the field of Z-coefficient 
formal power series in a single inderminatex. Write the typical element inZ((x)) as 
p an integer positive negative or zero, the 5, in Z, and {,, # 0 understood 
unless + = 0. Endow Z((x)) with the natural involution: 
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Now form the set K of formal power series in an indeterminate y, coefficients 
in 2((x)) written on the left. Write the typical element 01 in K as 
p an integer positive negative or zero, & E Z((x)), and $,, # 0 understood unless 
01 = 0. Add term by term, and multiply according to the relation xy-’ - y-lx = i 
and its consequences. 
The relation xy-l - y-lx = i, expressed in terms of the Lie bracket, becomes 
[iy-l, x] = 1, which leads to [iy-‘, xn] = nxn-l, and thus to [iy-I, $1 = a+/&, 
4 E Z((x)). Multiply this last equation on the right and left by y to get y+ = 
+y + iy(&$/ax)y, valid for 4 E Z((x)). Use this formula to substitute for y(~~/~x) 
and repeat successively to get 
yr#J == f,, i” (-$)” #yn+l = f$y +igy" - ($j"$by3 + "., 
which expresses the term y+ in the above-displayed canonical form. 
Products of the form y”#, which through distributivity determine the general 
product in K, lend themselves to a reasonably compact presentation in terms of 
the operations of right and left multiplication by y, R(ol) = oly and L(a) = ya, 
respectively, and the associated operators S = (I + ~X(aj&))-~ and T = 
(I - iR(a/&))-l. Elaboration of the formula for y~$ displayed in the preceding 
paragraph leads to the algebraic rules LR = RL, L = RT = TR, R = LS = SL, 
L - R = iLR(Z/h), and ST = TS = I. These rules not only facilitate the 
computation of products in K, but also facilitate the transfer between the 
canonical left representation introduced above, and the right representation 
O( = xz=, y” ~“19, where 0,, E Z((X)). As illustration, 
for all 01 E K. In particular, with n = I and 01 = 4 E 2((x)), 
the formula displayed in the preceding paragraph. 
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The existence of an inverse of a nonzero (Y = Cz-O+nyn+~ in K becomes 
evident upon writing 




then noting that each of the three terms has an inverse, the middle one given by 
the binomial theorem 
(1 + /3)-l = i (--1)“13”. 
TL=O 
Thus, with these algebraic operations, K becomes a field. The expected definition 
of an involution, CX* = Cz==, yn+~&*, makes K into a *-field. 
One establishes the formal reality of K by a direct computation: Note that IDOL, 
when reduced through the rules of computation outlined above to its canonical 
left representation, begins with the term 40*$oy2Q. Then, collecting the coeffi- 
cients of y2* in the sum Cy=, ai*oli , where 4 equals the smallest p occurring in the 
ai (delete all zero terms to begin with), we produce a sum whose first term cannot 
vanish owing to the formal reality of Z((X)). 
The formal reality of K simplifies the proof of SR: a forma& real *-jield 
satisfies SR provided only that every 01% has a square root unique up to sign. 
Prove as follows: exclude oi = 0, take the adjoint of/I2 = CC*(Y to get (/3*)2 = CX*CX, 
use the uniqueness to conclude /3* = @, note that the alternative /?* = -/3 
leads to a*01 + #I*/3 = 0 contradicting formal reality, so conclude ,E* = p. 
The SR axiom in K now follows from this stronger statement: 
The element 01 = Cz==, +n ynt2P has a unique-up-to-sign square root in K provided 
only that 4. has a square root in Z((x)). 
Proof. Set /3 = Cz=‘=, en yn+g, and compute the Z((x))-coefficients of the 
standard left representation of p2 = ~~=, U, Y~+~Q: 
U” = eo2, 
CT1 = 26,0; - i --Q ( 1 1 
0 2% 
O ax ’ 
and, for n 3 2, 
u, = 2e,e, + y 6kL-k + y e, y (-“, “) (-i)” g-j” en-k-c . 
k=l k=O k=l 
If /3” = ci) then 2p = 2q and uII = & , n = 0, 1,2 ,... . The first equation 
determines q; 4 = p. The equation a,, = +. reduces to eo2 = do which has 
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two solutions in 2((x)), 0, = 4:‘” and 0, = -@. The equation oi = 4, 
determines 0, uniquely in terms of 8,: 
The sign of 8i changes with the sign of 0, . The equation o, = & determines 
8, uniquely in terms of the Bi , i < n: 
0, = &e;‘(& + a sum of terms of the form @,(5/&p Hj , i, j =c n). 
On the basis of an induction hypothesis that each Bi, i < n, changes sign 
with 0, , conclude that 0, changes sign with B0 . Thus the initial choice 0s = &,‘” 
determines all Bi , and so /3, uniquely. And the alternate choice 8, = -&,‘” 
changes the sign of each OR , and so changes the sign of /3. Therefore every such LY. 
has a square root, unique up to sign. 
Observe that 1 + y has a square root in K, but y does not. Another example: 
(xy)*(xy) = yzc”y has a square root in K given (up to sign) by 
(y~~y)‘/~ = xy + &iy2 - (3/8x)y3 + ---. 
Cohn’s example obviously falls under case (C) and shows that noncommutative 
instances of that case do exist, indeed with preselected center 2 = 2, + Z,i, 
2, any commutative formally real Pythagorean field, i2 = - 1. 
Cohn’s example behaves particularly well in many respects. For example, 
given a typical nonzero element a in K, 01= +,,y” + +iyp+l + ..a where 4,, = 
5,x” + Lz”+l + ... E 2((x)), define 
Jy4 = 50 (E Z and #O). 
Set also N(0) = 0. Then observe that the norm N so defined maps the *-field 
K onto its center Z, and that N has the following properties: 
(i) N(cz) = 0 c- c1 = 0, 
(4 N(4) = N(a) W), 
(iii) N(ol*) = N(o)*, 
(iv) N(l) = 5 for all 5 E Z, 
(v) If N(ol) + N(p) # 0, then N(or + j?) = one of N(a), N(p), 
N(a) + w+ 
Owing to property (iii), N maps sym(K) onto the commutative formally real 
(thus orderable) field Z, . Order Z, , define Ii’ as the set of symmetric 01 in K 
such that N(a) > 0 in Z, , and observe that not only does Lr satisfy the conditions 
of Baer but also the condition if 01 > 0, /3 > 0, and a/3 = FLY, then ap > 0. 
Hence Cohn’s *-field admits an order in the sense of Baer, and then some. 
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This example satisfies also the pythagorean axiom [2, pp. 157-1581: Given 
~~~,01~,...,01,inKthereexistsBinKsuchthatB*~=a,*cu+ol,*oi, +...f cr,*ol,. 
To prove, simply note that a sum C ai*iyi satisfies the conditions to have a 
square root. 
Thus this example provides a rather interesting instance of a formally real, 
Pythagorean, noncommutative *-field that satisfies SR and falls under case (C). 
(This general class of “complex-like” *- fields arises naturally when one investi- 
gates the problem posed at the end of [6], to wit: Find all infinite type I Baer 
*-factors that satisfy the EP axiom.) The structural information I have adduced 
so far suggests that these complex-like *-fields may have a useful and interesting 
theory. For example, we have polar decomposition with respect to the unitary 
group. Also expressions of the type p*pp f p vanish only trivially for p either 
symmetric or unitary. Further study of these *-fields seems warranted since it 
might provide some general information about infinite dimensional fields about 
which we seem to know very little at present. Major interest attaches to the 
still-open question as to whether or not these complex-like *-fields admit an 
ordering. 
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